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brain decides first, and we are aware of it after. – Heather Berlin
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WHAT DOES SHE DO?
1. Explores interactions of the human brain and mind with the goal of contributing to improved treatment
and prevention of impulsive and compulsive psychiatric and neurological disorders. (her “day job”)
2. She is interested in the neural basis of consciousness, dynamic unconscious processes, and creativity.
WHY IS THIS INTERESTING?
Philosophers and scientists have been hypothesizing and debating the roots of consciousness for centuries. We
live during a remarkable time where empirical tools of science can allow us to investigate and explore the
phenomenon of consciousness in order to answer some of the big, timeless questions that philosophers have
been wrestling over for ages. Equally interesting is the prospect of using these same tools to further our
understanding of the unconscious: the processes that we are not aware of. Advances in science and technology
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are beginning to reveal the neurobiological
basis of the dynamic unconscious that was
originally described by Freud and others.
WHO AM I?
Perhaps the best way to begin this
discussion is by focusing on the core,
philosophical questions of identity and
existence that have obsessed philosophers
for millennia. Q: How is it that we identify
as individuals? Q: Do we have free will?
Not every society has shared our notions of
personal identity and agency. Q: As a
neuroscientist (as someone who studies
the brain and seeks material explanations
for self and other experiential phenomena
of consciousness) how do you approach
the question of existence? Q: Where am I?
Q: How am I having this experience? Q:
What is the nature of “my” experience?
LANGUAGE AND CONCIOUSNESS
Q: Do you ever imagine how different conscious experience was for pre-literate societies? Q: Is there an
intersection between your work and the field of linguistics? Q: What about the role of language in creating the
prerequisites for rational thought, which creates entirely new dimensions of mental projection and social
reality?
SOCIAL REALITY AND THE BRAIN
Q: Do you draw a distinction between the perceptual differences of someone with a brain lesion vs. someone
who lived in the Amazonian rain forest 1000 years ago? There are theories, for example, that the Ancient Greeks
could not see the color blue because they had no word for it. Q: If language can have such an impact on
perception, what are the experiential limitations of social constructs and social technologies?
BRAIN PLASTICITY AND THE ABERRANT EXPERIENCE
Q: Have you ever read Helen Keller’s autobiography?
It’s an enlightening description of aberrant
experience (she’s blind and deaf). Her world was
alive in ways that we cannot begin to appreciate.
When she talked about her first experience in water,
she anthropomorphized the water in ways that went
beyond metaphor. Q: If someone as brilliant as Keller
can have illogical, existential convictions, does that
not shake your own confidence? Q: If we can imagine
biological entities relatively more intelligent to us as
we are to an amoeba, what’s to say that we aren’t
missing the bigger picture?
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NEUROBIOLOGY
Your bio says you are “interested in the neural
basis of consciousness, dynamic unconscious
processes, and creativity.” The implication here is
that consciousness derives from the brain. Let’s
break this down. Let’s begin with biology: Q: What
is a neuron? Q: What is the function of neurons?
• Neurons are electrically excitable cells that
receive, process, and transmit information
through electrical and chemical signals.
• Human brains have from 86 to 100 billion
neurons, and each one has around 1 to 10 thousand synapses.
• Synapses are connections between neurons, of which there are around 100 trillion such connections in
the human brain.
• The human brain is an information processing system – everything you
“There are more connections
experience (thoughts, sensations, emotions) are being encoded in this
in the human brain than there
information processing machine.
are stars in the Milky Way. So,
• It is a myth that “we only use 10% of our brain” – we actually use all of
we have a whole inner cosmos
it, but we are only conscious of about 10% of it. So, the brain is constantly
inside of our head.” -Berlin
receiving stimuli or information, which it then classifies and sorts as either
conscious or unconscious processes. Q: What then, is consciousness? Q: What is the unconscious? How do we
separate the two? Q: What is the relationship between conscious awareness and the unconscious mind? Q:
How much of our subjective, conscious experience is influenced by unconscious processes?
• Consciousness is the state or quality of awareness, or, of being aware of an external object or something
within oneself. Q: How do we define consciousness? Are there limits to consciousness? Can we imagine
a more conscious being than us? (insect :: human → human :: ____________?)
What is out there in
• The unconscious consists
reality doesn’t
of processes in the mind which
necessarily correlate
occur automatically and are
with what you
not available for introspective
perceive. – Gorillaz
analysis.
• We aren’t able to process
all stimuli all of the time because consciousness has a
limited capacity. The unconscious however, is vast by comparison. The brain makes approximations that
affect perception – for example the checkers labeled A and B in both images of the checkerboard are the
same color but your brain approximates for the shadow from the cylinder and causes them to appear as
different shades (this can be seen in the second image where the checkers have been connected) Q:
How do we define the unconscious? Q: What are the limits of unconscious perception? Q: What value
do you ascribe to the works of Freud and Jung in this regard?
CONSCIOUS VS. UNCONSCIOUS
Q: How have our concepts about the unconscious influenced theories surrounding it? How do you apply
neuroscience to psychoanalytic theory? How does the brain classify and sort its different functions into
conscious or unconscious processes? What does this look like in the brain? How do things travel between the
conscious and unconscious? How do conscious impulses, thoughts, or desires become unconscious (e.g.,
repression)? How do unconscious impulses, desires, or motives become conscious (e.g., Freudian slips)? How do
we measure what is happening in a lab environment?
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EMPIRICAL TESTING
Provide stimulus and measure brain activity using fMRI –
functional MRI measures brain activity by detecting changes
associated with blood flow. This technique relies on the fact
that cerebral blood flow and neuronal activation are
coupled. When an area of the brain is in use, blood flow to
that region also increases. This allows scientists to track
brain perception when stimulated and look for the neuro
correlates of consciousness (as they define them)
• Something that causes a physiological response, that
is presented either in a subtle way or in a very quick
way, such that people claim not to see it, and
measure the neural response (i.e. the drawing
illustration of the flowers and has the hidden word
SEX spelt out in it; you don’t perceive it immediately,
but once you do, you can’t un-see it”)
• Physical stimulus remains the same but you can measure what changes occur in the brain when subjects
perceive the stimuli differently
• What correlates with perception are coalitions of firing neurons,
like Parliament with different political parties that are battling it
out to steer the ship of state or like a Darwinian competition
between neurons in your brain. Think of this like something
trending on social media and the more likes it gets, the more the
tweet trends
Suppression ― the conscious pushing away of thoughts
 Voluntary repression – a conscious desire is thwarted by
exercise of will power resulting from a rational decision
to avoid the action
 Impulse or drive may display itself in other ways
 Proposed by Freud in 1892
 More amenable to controlled experiments than repression
 Showed brain is more active when suppressing a memory than when allowed to recall the
memory – “people suppressing unwanted memories can be tracked in ways only dreamed of by
Freud.”
 i.e. when you’re at work and need to focus and decide not to think about the fight you just had
with your significant other
 some believe suppression is a psychoanalytic myth but f
MRI suggests otherwise
Repression ― the unconscious pushing away of thoughts
 This can be measured through monitoring brain activity
when viewing images like the two faces/vase image
 There are either two faces or a vase to be seen and your
brain allows you to perceive one image while repressing the
other.
Dissociation ― separation of emotions, sensations, or memories
from the rest of the psyche
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 i.e. blanking out for a mile or two while driving on the freeway or forgetting why you walked to
a certain room in your house
 more extreme forms seen in mental diseases such as dissociative identity disorder (DID) –
presence of multiple distinct identity states
 often associated with severe trauma – allows traumatic emotions and feelings to be separated
so the person can function as if the trauma has not occurred
 Responses of physiological markers in patients with DID support this
Q: What about instinctive, biological tendencies? Q: Things that affect our neural responses but weren’t
necessarily ever processed by our unconscious? In an example from David Eagleman’s “Incognito: The Secret
Life of the Brain,” he shares the results of an experiment where men were asked to rank how attractive they
found photographs of different women’s faces. The men didn’t know that half of the women’s eyes were dilated
and the other half were not. The men were consistently more interested in women with dilated eyes. Dilated
eyes correlate with sexual excitement and readiness so these men were biologically more attracted to the
women with these features. Q: How did their brains know this?
***Through millions of years of natural selection – “When the men were choosing the most attractive women,
they didn’t know that the choice was not theirs, really, but instead the choice of successful programs that had
been burned deep into the brain’s circuitry over the course of hundreds of thousands of generations.”
***Theorizing about the evolution of perception in Darwinian terms seems limiting.
Now I’d like to ask you a bit about the anatomy of the brain. There are some parts of the brain most of us have
probably heard of; the prefrontal cortex, the pineal gland, the reptilian brain. Q: How does the location of where
information is processed in the brain affect the way in which it is processed? Antonio Damasio drew a
comparison that I liked in the beginning of his book Descartes’ Error: Emotion, Reason, and the Human Brain
where he compares the intricacy and uniqueness of the human brain to that of the human face. He explained
how like human faces with 2 eyes, nose, mouth, etc., brains all consist of the same systems and lobes in generally
the same locations. Similarly to how the microscopic, anatomical differences in faces make them
distinguishable, the formation of the different parts of the brain make them unique. Q: How much does the
physical architecture and subtle differences of a person’s brain affect their who they are as a person?
Rivalry between the systems – think of the subcortical system as an accelerator and the prefrontal cortex as the
break system. Q: How does technology affect our brains? Q: What research has been done on this? Q: Can an
imbalance between these systems can cause impulse control disorders?
***Revisiting defense mechanisms that keep things out of consciousness below:
Suppression
 “think/no think” experiment – volunteers memorized word pairs, under fMRI they were shown a
word and then prompted to either recall or prevent the associated word from entering
consciousness and brain activity was measured
 Volunteers suppressed words by using parts of brain involved in “executive control” – particularly
the hippocampus part of the prefrontal cortex (important for memory formation and retrieval).
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•

Q: Can we measure cognitive load here? Q: How much effort does it take to consciously suppress
something from entering consciousness. Q: Why do some people have an easier or harder time
with this than others?
Dissociation
 Extreme example: patient with dissociative identity disorder (DID) – one personality was blind,
the other could see.
 Blind personality has limited integration of cortical and subcortical regions of brain necessary for
a conscious experience.
 Measuring brain activity showed that: “What may be altered in dissociative disorders is not so
much the degree of activity of a particular brain area but the degree of interactivity between
areas.” Q: Does this mean that brains with more interconnections create more integrated
personalities?
The story of Phineas Gage (1823-1860) is
the foundation of the idea that the
prefrontal cortex has to do with impulse
control
 Classic neuroscience example
 Rod went through prefrontal cortex
during explosion
 Change of personality – went from
being mild mannered to impulsive
 Memory, intellect, etc. remained
intact

“Our sense of free will
is a bit of an illusion. It
comes after the fact.
The brain decides first,
and we are aware of it
after.” –Berlin

Q: So, what are your thoughts on free will? Q: Do you think humans have free will?
Q: Or do you believe that all events are predetermined? Q: Does your neuroscience
research shed any light onto this philosophical debate? Q: How do these findings
shape ethics and effect the law? Q: How does mindfulness impact this? Q: How
does this relate to impulse control, and isn’t a less impulsive person going to make
different decisions? Q: Doesn’t this require free will? (mention Real Self vs. Ideal
Self and the work of design ethicists like Tristen Harris)

Heather Berlin is a determinist, she is confident that there is
Free Will Philosophers Determinists
no free will. In her view, you have free will if under the exact
Albert Einstein
same circumstances – the same environment and the same Werner Heisenberg
neurons firing – you can make a different choice. Heather
René Descartes
Sam Harris
Berlin’s neuroscience research shows that free will is an
Daniel Dennett
illusion – the brain decides first and our awareness of that Michio Kaku
decision follows. Q: Can you change your brain? Q: How
Friedrich Nietzsche
much of your brain is hardwired in utero? Q: And how much
are you able to shape and mold? I assume Berlin’s argument is that because all things are deterministic, the
actions we take which change our brains are predetermined by forces beyond our control. But, at the very least,
she would acknowledge the power of our conscious minds to shape our physical potential. Q: How much
influence do conscious processes have on personal achievement (reaching our potential)? I know a little about
synesthesia, which Oliver Sacks wrote quite a bit about and David Eagleman researches, which is when a person
perceives a stimulus through the wrong sensory process. For example, a person with synesthesia might see
letters as colors or might associate sounds with colors. Apparently over 60 types of this phenomena have been
reported. Q: What is happening in the brain of someone with synesthesia? Q: And what can this condition tell
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us about consciousness? Q: Do you try to imagine or empathize with what it would be like to be Hellen Keller or
someone with synesthesia? Q: Why is there this conflation between immortality and mysticism?
•

•
•

Neuroplasticity is the brain's ability to reorganize itself by forming new neural connections throughout
life. It allows neurons in the brain to compensate for injury and disease and to adjust their activities in
response to new situations or to changes in their environment
Synesthesia is a perceptual phenomenon in which stimulation of one sensory or cognitive pathway leads
to automatic, involuntary experiences in a second sensory or cognitive pathway
Changing your thoughts and behaviors can change your brain, as can meditation and mindfulness.

While we are on the topic of “changing” our brain I’d like to quickly ask you about how drugs change our brains.
Since we are discussing consciousness and perception, I’m particularly curious about how hallucinatory drugs
affect the brain. After being restricted since the seventies there has been a resurgence of the studying of
psychedelics with possible therapeutic approaches to depression, addiction, or PTSD recently. Some of the sort
of cliché sounding but common reflections people share from their psychedelic experiences are discussions of
their experiences are on “the loss of the ego” or entering “higher states of consciousness.” Q: What effects do
psilocybin or LSD or DMT have on the brain? Q: Have brains been studied on these drugs yet? If so, are these
studies able to provide any validity or offer any insight into these claims…because, I TOTALLY want to do them…
Q: I’m not sure how to ask this or if it is going too off topic but do we have any neurological explanation as to
how these drugs cause such a vast pool of users to have such similar experiences and “see” similar things.
Geometric shapes, patterns, serpents, etc.? Q: How do we account for some of these seeming, universalities?
Q: I know you’re interested in studying the brain activity of creativity and genius. So, what do originality and
invention look like in the brain? What does understanding this sort of brain activity tell us about consciousness?
Some would say that being a genius requires the ability to make novel associations between ideas and detecting
patterns. We can measure these by studying improvisation or spontaneous creative. A lot of what happens in
brains happens outside of awareness – when people are being creative or “in the moment.” We find that in
children, jazz musicians while improvising, people in hypnosis, free style rapping, day dreaming, meditation,
REM sleep, etc., there is a similar pattern of:
 decreased activation in the part of the brain associated with self-awareness (dorsal lateral
prefrontal cortex)
 increased activation in area associated with internal generation of new ideas; stimulus
independent (medial prefrontal cortex)
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When people lose a sense of self, time, place, it creates a flow of thought that “bubbles up from unconscious”
– similar to dream state. So, in addition to all of the research and public outreach you do in neuroscience, for
your “day job” you are a psychiatrist where you treat patients and work to help them change their brains. I
understand for those patients with treatment resistant or
severe depression there are some new cutting-edge
technologies that are available now. Q: Can you tell us a
bit about neural prosthetics and how they’re being used
in neuroscience?
Watch: Who is your brain? – by understanding
how disordered minds construct a sense of self, we
can gain insight into the selves that each of us
create through our choices and interactions with
the world.
• A lot of neuroscience is about correlation –
showing what areas of the brain are active during
certain behaviors or thoughts
• For treatment, we now look at causation – how we
can manipulate the brain to cause changes in
personality and behavior
• Neural prosthetics – devices that can substitute
motor, sensory, or cognitive modality
• Deep brain stimulation (DPS)
o common treatment for people like movement disorders but now being used to treat people with
severe depression, OCD, etc.
o used as a last resort for patients who have failed medications, psychotherapy, and electroshock
therapy
o electroshock therapy is like restarting your computer when there is a problem while DPS is like
force quitting a specific application
o implant electrodes into brain and directly stimulating brains to manipulate emotions
o reversible, adjustable
After remaining the same for over 100,000 years we are now beginning to be able to change our brains through
brain-computer interfaces. I’d like to discuss this a bit. Q: How is this technology being used now? Q: And how
do you think this will shape the future of
humanity? Q: Can your brains “software” run
without your brain as the hardware? Q: Can
we find another substrate to operate brain
software on? Q: Or is there something about
the biological material our brains our made
from that make it unique that we cannot
replicate? Q: Do you think we are headed
towards a transhumanism future? Q: And what
are some of the major concerns or ethical
considerations that go along with this? What
do you think of the simulation argument? Q:
Am I in the matrix, running a simulation of the
world as it was in a computer’s memory? Q:
Or, am I just tripping balls on planet X?
•
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THEORY OF MIND
What did consciousness evolve for? What is the purpose of
consciousness?
• Consequence of social interactions
• To make complex choices necessary to do specific controlled
actions
• “Consciousness developed because it was advantageous, but
advantageous only in limited amounts.” –David Eagleman
• We really don’t know
A Theory of Consciousness
• Is consciousness something fundamental in the universe or
is at an emergent property of certain types of complex
systems?
• If consciousness is substrate independent, then information
theory is the right language to analyze it
• The Integrated Information Theory (ITT) of Giulio Tononi is a promising candidate
• Phi: A Voyage from the Brain to the Soul
Jung – collective unconscious
Cognitive unconscious processing vs emotional unconscious processing:
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Q: What is happening in our brain when we feel emotion? How do brains feel emotion? Q: What role do
emotions play in consciousness?
•
•

The emotions guide an organism, even if the organism does not think, into behavior that is conducive to
the betterment and survival of the organism
We are emoting all the time – there is no such thing as a mind without emotion

Amygdala
• Small region in the temporal lobe – located where a line entering your eye and a line entering your ear
intercept on both sides of your brain
• most commonly associated with fear – associated with other emotions as well, but fear is easiest to
study
• input side – gets sensory information from sensory
systems and converge in amygdala
• output side – connects with systems involved in
emotional reactivity
• also receives inputs from higher complex systems
• what role does the amygdala play in learning adaptive
behaviors?
o Forms associations between external stimuli
and the kind of reinforcing events they cause –
creating pavlonian stimulations
o Then used to guide instrumental, goal directed
behavior
• Q: Can we think of amygdala as the seat of what Freud
called the unconscious?
o Shouldn’t taint with Freud because it comes
with too much baggage
o Unconscious processor because it’s not
connected with conscious system
o Hippocampus is necessary to have conscious memory
o When amygdala activated feeds back to hippocampus
Intuition comes from word intuition, or “consideration,” which many of the examples of cognitive unconscious
processing we have discussed have fallen into. Q: What about instinct? Which comes from the word instinctus,
or “impulse,” meaning it is a biological tendency. This transient reaction that happens, apropos of right now.
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